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"Cubase SX/SL 2 Power!" goes in-depth with the most important  features of Cubase SX and SL 2. You'll also learn some of the lesser-known  features that will allow you to take advantage of everything this impressive  software has to offer. You'll cover the Freeze functionan attractive new  addition to this version of Cubase that allows you to render VST instrument  tracks temporarily to save CPU power. This book gives you the tips you need to  get the most out of this exciting tool. Much more than a simple encyclopedia of  Cubase features and functions, "Cubase SX/SL 2 Power!" teaches you why you  should use specific features and when they are most beneficial to your project.  As you work your way through, put your newfound skills to the test by completing  several online exercises. Harness the power of Cubase SX and SL 2! 

Features  

	
    Covers all the essential, as well as the not so common,  functions that can save time for the user 

    
	
    Online exercises are designed to let the reader go through what  has been discussed in each chapter to enforce what has been learned 

    
	
    The "How to Do It Reference Guide" in the appendix is a great  time-saving tool to learn how to perform a specific operation quickly 

    
	
    Written for both PC and Mac users 
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Energy Management Handbook, Sixth EditionFairmont Press, 2006
When the fi rst introduction to Energy Management Handbook was written in 1982, I was in college, worried more about how to repay student loans than anything else. But this is now.

This book lives to serve its readers. In helping to edit the book, it has been my goal to keep the material fresh, pertinent and useful. My approach has been...
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Integrating Soft Computing into Strategic Prospective Methods: Towards an Adaptive Learning Environment Supported by Futures Studies (Studies in Fuzziness and Soft Computing)Springer, 2019

	
		This book discusses how to build optimization tools able to generate better future studies. It aims at showing how these tools can be used to develop an adaptive learning environment that can be used for decision making in the presence of uncertainties. The book starts with existing fuzzy techniques and multicriteria decision making...
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VMware ESX Server in the Enterprise: Planning and Securing Virtualization ServersPrentice Hall, 2008
VMware ESX Server in the Enterprise is the definitive, real-world guide to planning, deploying, and managing today’s leading virtual infrastructure platform in mission-critical environments.
 

Drawing on his extensive experience consulting on large-scale ESX Server implementations,...
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Excel for Teachers (Excel for Professionals series)Holy Macro! Books, 2006
This book is written by three teachers and a guy who teaches Excel. As the latter, I give all of the credit for this book to Adrienne, Bill H. and Colleen – it was their logic of classroom needs that made the book what it is. The population of teachers writing this book mirrors the real population – some know Excel well and some are new...
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Quantum Transport: Introduction to NanoscienceCambridge University Press, 2009
This textbook is a comprehensive introduction to the rapidly developing and diverse field of quantum transport, which is seemingly contains seemingly contradicting concepts - quantum and classical, conduction and insulating - within a single nanodevice.. The authors present the broad theoretical background, and explore the groundbreaking...
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Web Application Design and Implementation: Apache 2, PHP5, MySQL, JavaScript, and Linux/UNIXJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006

	Web Application Design and Implementation uses a hands-on approach of the major technologies and programming languages to teach readers web development. Providing an understanding of all major aspects of web programming in order to achieve the construction of a database-driven website, the book features state-of-the-art programming...
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